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The only way one could breath there
was by constant cheering.

S. J. Lee, Myili nieuczesane
(Uncombed Thoughts)

A Little of History

nn/S1*6 ^VC remarlced; norms ^e apt to be classified as moral ones or
SMnWS8 °n WhetlT th6y h3Ve been instilled *" ^ Sm eaXchildhood. We come now to agroup of precepts, among which not ill mav
Sfljy* °J am?ral "T^ AChild has little opportunist^?useviolenceand thus we tend to neglect this matter in our rearing practices^ Although
children, too, sometimes do violence to harmless aiiliSffl^i^SuX
arelrSVs0 *l ^F™' t0 COerCi°n ^ to wieldVS when they
E£3&*g£ Sege.movements a"cumberedi theyreact-from S
n«f «th°Ug^ rvlef KP^0*?1* man against violence or coercion usually do
W^PPT V?*8 0I\ethics « samples of ethical precepts, thSJcS be-hardly classified anywhere else. When Locke said that no one canTavl
the upper hand over another man, the "cannot" did by no means refer toanytechnical difficulties. What was meant, was The moral flSejStaS
which would fall whoever would use violence. All people arTequal said
the same author, with respect to law, that is with respect to the ruS
^aeSrone.ThiS *»"** •*—' °f **^^ -SS?

^Violence or coercion can be exerted only by someone who is in some
^SfJPW t0WardS 3Weaker *•** if he is superior ^sicSlyT
SfaSwSn v* F *C?n0mil P°sition' etc- The most faxnmJwdal'rS
Sfcte„^.TSl?LV10lf? hlS. been likely t0 be "manifested, have beenhe following: (1) The relationship of parents towards children -Parents
xJ$SKally I™*?*0* feel ^titled to use coercion by their greSr
%££*(!?& Sf7 a'kn°wledSed "ghts aman hi towards £roperty. (2) The relationship of men to women.—W. Lozihski in the
Fi£lTm l? uem {U9ally and O^erwise) quotes numerous examples
oTw n«USed b/.men against leSallv helPless w°™n. For example'SSfSFth**!0 cose ^eir "nmarried sisters in nunneriesTo^ake
>Z,™ p their dowries. The burning of widows in India was hardly
, XS£ Prostfltutes used to be tortured and even shot by their cUents
' M°sIem co«ntnes, awoman is .until today subject to complete control

• Reprinted from Wormy moraine [Moral JVorms], Warszawa 1970, pp. 76-49.
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by males. In July 1963, Paris newspapers wrote about a Moslem who
suspected his wife of adultery and announced that he would kill her—she
had no escape from that sentence. In fact, he took her to Bois de Boulogne
and strangled her in a copse. (3) In the third place can be mentioned
violence applied by those in political power against people subject to
them. (4) Much later than on the threats represented by political power,
attention has been focused on those carried by economic privileges. (5) At
last, we should mention the relationship of a majority towards a minority,
for example in form of a pressure of public opinion exerted on an indi
vidual.

Among examples of violence we could certainly make a remark about
its use by people towards animals. Lifelong keeping animals in cages for
the enjoyment of visitors of zoological gardens, killing of animals for
pleasure by huntsmen, keeping dogs on the chain are all practices that
rarely rise objections in Christian cultures in which it is assumed that God
has created animals to serve man.

In this chapter we shall not deal with this kind of violence; similarly,
we shall leave out of account natural forms of compulsion (if one can
still speak here about any coercion at all and not about necessity), such
as the compulsion of ageing or dying. We shall be concerned only with
compulsion forced by man upon man.

To realize the moral problems related to this issue it is worthwhile
to bring together some exemplary evidence. To this end we shall resort
to history. But historical examples are so many that we'll have to select
them thoroughly. We shall pause on the voice of liberalism in the version
of its classical representative, John Locke; on the rights of man as inter
preted in the Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen of 1789; on
the classical work defining the limits of coercion, i.e. the essay On Liberty
by J. S. Mill; and finally on the Chart of Rights elaborated by the United
Nations Organization and enacted in 1948.

As to the parental authority, Locke wanted to treat it as the aid given
to the child as to the weaker party and he believed that the mother and
father ought to share this authority in the same degree. But those postu
lates concerned people of his own class only, since—as I wrote elsewhere—
he would harness children of the poor to labour from the third year of life,
and that must have involved coercion, for the children would have doub
tless preferred any other kind of exercise to the carding of wool all around
the clock.

As we know, the main type of coercion Locke was concerned with was
the kind rulers could force upon the ruled. Religious struggles tended to
prove, according to Locke, that people have the propensity to rule over
others. But only those can*have the upper hand of a man, whom he has
voluntarily endowed with power, with the reservation that he would take
it back as soon as they ceased to act to his advantage. I have mentioned
voices against Locke, pointing out to him that he had imagined partici
pation in society like in a stock company,' joined or left at will. The only
power of a government is that to warrant its citizens their inalienable
rights, such as life, freedom, health and property. But a government must
not impose any faith on its citizens, even apart from the fact that such

' This "can," again, does not denote a technical possibility, but one that raises
no moral objections. "Every man who has power, is prone to abuse it," said
C Montesquieu, L'esprit des lots, vol. I, p. 219.
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MORAL NORMS IN DEFENCE OF INDEPENDENCE 7

attemps would be to no avail, since such is the nature of mirM that no
convictions can be forced upon it.

The Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen, to which we shall
return again to compare it with the Chart of Rights of 1948 sponsored
by the U.N., lists the following inalienable rights: the right to freedom,
property, safety and defence against oppression. Freedom consists in the
ability to do anything that does no harm to others: everbody is free to
take advantage of his rights, the only limitation being that the other
members of society cpuld enjoy the same rights (article 4). Nobody may
be persecuted for his beliefs, including religious ones, provided his mani
festations of them do not encroach upon the order established by law
(article 10). One of the most precious rights of man is free communication
of thoughts and opinions; every citizen may thus speak, write and publish
freely, unless he abuses that freedom in the ways foreseen by law.1 All
enforcements by the state, like the enforcement of taxes, must be agreed
upon by citizens (articles 13 and 14), for it should be remembered that the
officials are but their representatives, whose task is to protect theirrights.
The doctrine of non-resistance to arbitrary powerand oppression is absurd,
enslaving and opposing the happiness of makind,.as it was announced in
addition by the declaration of rights adopted by Maryland in 1776.

The struggle for freedom and against compulsion extended its scope
in the 19th century. J. S. Mill in his essay On Liberty picked the task of
inquiring into "the nature and limits of the power which can be legiti
mately exercised by society over the individual."* He saw man as the
master of his mind and body—with the exclusion only of children and
savages. "The only purpose for which power can be rightfully exercised
over any member of a civilized community, against his will, is to prevent
harm to others." His own good, either physical or moral, is not a sufficient
warrant. He cannot rightfully be compelled to do or forbear because it
will be better for him to do so.' "I am not aware that any community
has a right to force another to becivilized" '—these words are remarkable
in the epoch of the British imperialism in expansion. In general, less evil
is caused by the liberties given to people than from oppression.

As to the freedom of economic endeavours, as for example the freedom
of trade, Mill took care to emphasize that here, too, the principle holds
that such freedom can be allowed as far as it does no harm to others, but
he saw no danger of such harm being done; the motive of profit seemed
quite natural to him and the quality and cheapness of goods was, in his
opinion, most effectively brought about by freedom.

The liberties Mill advices to protect above all, are the freedom of
thoughts and feelings, freedom of expression and publication of opinion,
freedom of taste, freedom of association and freedom from the pressure
of public opinion. No one can be a great thinker, unless he recognizes
that as the thinker, he must consider it as his first obligation to follow the

« There is no such reservation in the Declaration of Rights of Virginia, enacted
on June 17th, 1776. It simply says in its article 12 that the freedom of print is one
of the greatest warrants of liberty and only despotic governments can restrict it.

» J. S. Mill, On Liberty, London 1945, p. 2.

« Mill 'believed that a man destroying his own health, e.g. by drug addiction,
cannot be coerced to treatment An intervention was permissible only when the
addiction was a menace to others. Ibid., p. 113.
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•voice of intellect, notwithstanding the consequences. Three additional
arguments in Mill speak in favour of this obligation which should be clas
sified as one of the moral order:

1. In the first place, the suppressed opinion may turn out to be true,
while its suppressing is apt to be an unjustified manifestation of the belief
in our own infallibility.

2. Truth can be revealed only by clashes of opinions. "Is it possible to
solve problems by truth if they are solved by order?"—this doubt was-
expressed by T. Kotarbinski in his paper on "Idea wolnosci" (The Idea of
Freedom).*

3. Even if an officially acknowledged opinion turns out to be true, it
becomes degenerated if it is impossible to attack it. It loses its dynamism
and power to stimulate people to action.

The state may see to it that the obligatory education is carried out,
but it must not interfere with its contents. It should admit of much variety
in this respect and warrant that state examinations do not involve ideologi
cal demands.

The peculiarity of Mill in comparison with his predecessors is the
. stress laid by him on the struggle against despotism of the public opinion.
In England it worked very powerfully, making a proper adjustment of
individual independence and social control necessary. Mill was an out
spoken and ardent opponent of conformism and standardization. He strug
gled for the right to be different, for the devious are the salt of the earth.
A state whose policy is to curtail its citizens into dwarfs is heading for
a catastrophe. We needn't doubt that the emphasis on the right to be
different was associated with Mill's own biography, as he had suffered
a lot from the pressure of public opinion, squeamishly meddling into his
prolonged liaison with a woman who had been married and then separated
from her husband.

Remarkably, this same Mill who had fought against a majority oppres
singa minority or individual, in Utilitarianism knew no better than leaving
many decisions up to majority. In principle, the superiority of some
pleasures over other ones was to be decided by those who had knowledge
of both. But if their judgement was hesitant, the majority would settle the
matter of the proper hierarchy.

While Mill was willing to give up economic life to the free play of
forces and felt no misqivings about the greed for profit, Marx, aswe know,
had different feelings and was apt to see harm where Mill saw none.
Society free from the means of coercion could arise only after such trans
formations as would have made doing harm of this kind impossible. But
still, there was no reason to postpone the struggle for freedom of expres
sion until some remote future. "Opposition is in general an index of the
level of society [...]"7 "The nation that accords the court jesters only the
right to think and speak the truth—such nation cannot be but dependent
and destitute of all personality [...]'" "All other freedoms become
illusory—Marx wrote—if there is no freedom of the press." • "I am per-

"#«? i' T-^ Kotarbinski, "Idea wolnosci" [The Idea of Freedom], in: Wybdr pism
(Selected Works), Warszawa 1957, vol. 1.

' K. Marx, F. En gels, "Debaty nad wolnoscia prasy" [Debates on the
freedom of the Press], in: Dziela [Works], vol. I, Warszawa 1960, p. 39.

• Ibid., p. 39.
'•' 'Ibid., p. 91.
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MORAL NORMS IN DEFENCE OF INDEPENDENCE Q

• mitted to disclose the visage of my mind—he sneered—but I must first
give it the prescribed expression." "

A word is due to the doctrine which is said to exclude all compulsion
assuming the form of violence. It can be easily guessed that we mean the
ahimsa, or non-violence, proclaimed in India and, as Nehru maintains in
his autobiography, applied for the first time by Ghandi for political
struggle.

By violence Ghandi meant, in the first place, a resort to arms, andhis
calling to non-violence was above all the urge to extort desirable conces
sions from an opponent in a peaceful way; speaking otherwise, it was
a voice of a pacifist. To such peaceful methods belonged the boycott of
Manchester chintz flooding India from England, or the mute protest
against the salt monopoly in from of a mass procession towards the ocean
to evaporate salt from sea water. But the most classical form of bloodless
struggle wasthe winning of concessions by a hunger-strike.Ghandistarved
to introduce a representation of the untouchables into the Congress,
or to enforce reconciliation of the Hinduists, Moslems and Sikhis. When
he wanted to overcome the prohibition for untouchables to pass through
villages inhabited by Brahmins, he took on himself the task of guiding
a group of untouchables across such a village. British soldiers barred his
progress. The hostile, groups faced each other and for Ghandi and his
associates it became a duel of endurance and patience. The season of rains
came. Ghandi' and the untouchables stood still. At length the English
gave way.

I quote the last example, because it visualizes in a sharp relief that—as
it has been many times pointed out—such a method can be of any use
only towards an opponent respecting the partner and his moral merits.
Hitlerwouldhave allowed Ghandi to fast until the deadly effect, and Nazi
troops would have wiped out with a machine gun the defenceless group
attempting to come through the Brahminic village. The virtue of- the
method, however, as Nehru emphasized, is thatit makes possible astruggle
against a much stronger enemy, that it endows the weak with self-con
fidence, that it allows an individual to wrestle with an imperial power.

Nehru, in his autobiography," was sober about this method and made
it clear that ahimsa should not be construed into a dogma and that its
application ought to be significantly limited, although it is sometimes
a proper means to the pursued end. Nehru saw the necessity of the use
of some compulsory measures by the state and he realized that those who
enjoy privileges would not give them up unless they are forced to do so.
Coercion could disappear only in a state embracing the whole globe. Be
sides,he understood that the form of compulsion employed by Ghandi was
a particularly acute variety of it. "Can there be greater compulsion than
the psychical compulsion applied by Ghandi?," he asked. It is indeed the
kind of force becoming the human being, the force by which animals are
not guided. But such force leads to a more terrible form of compulsion
than physical violence."

» Ibid., p. 6.
"J. Nehru. .An Autahiaarnnhv 1 xtnAnn 1QR3 nn K31—R59
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Conceptual Reflexions

We have collected enough examples to venture some conceptual dis
tinctions'. They cannot be very profound because of the extensive scope

:;":•• v°f tne subject matter and its intimidating, great historical traditions, but
'-iir *" ***? Spited form in which we put them forth they seem to benecessary
'-••i-.J:;Jor-<oe^:-<urther considerations.
'.-•A-^.'Th'efceis a widely known and oft repeated distinction between nega-
;.U--:tiye 'freedom as the lack of something, viz. of compulsion, and positive
••_-;• freedom. This distinction appears in various lanquages. In English, we

have got freedom from and freedom to, in German we encounter Freihett
von etwas and Freiheit zu etwas. With regard to our concern with mo
rally legitimate and morally illegitimate forms of compulsion, we shall
be interested here mainly in freedom in the .former sense, i.e. freedom
as the lack of compulsion," although in the end we shall briefly discuss
the other kind of freedom, too, as we are stimulated to do so by various
contemporary authors who speak a lot about it and, as it seems to us not
very responsibly.

In our earlier considerations we have been using the terms "compul
sion" and "coercion" or "violence," * without seeing any other difference
between them beside that coercion is a stronger form of compulsion and,
like violence, usually assumes the use of physical force.

The use of-coercion usually makes a decision impossible", like to a cer
tain degree doing it is impossible to a prisoner behind the- locked door of

. his ward. Compulsion may leave us with a freedom of decision without
losing its compulsory character. This is apt to happen, for example, when
we must face alternatives which are all repugnant. In such a situation

. is someone from whom denouncements against his mates are enforced
during an investigation by the plight that if he refuses to speak, his
wife, imprisoned in another ward, will be subject to torture. There is
a freedom of choice in spite of the unrelenting compulsion—a situation
which disproves the common definition of freedom as the possibility to
make choices.-Voltaire's Candide could choose freely whether he pre-
ior^fdi,t0 pass 36 times under the whiPs of a whole regiment, or to get12 bullets in his brain at once. One who kidnapped a child, committed

. an act of violence. It will be transformed into an instance of moral com
pulsion when the kidnapper demands ransom. Some authors include into
compulsory acts not only those undertaken under the pressure of irri-

- minent evil, threatening us if we try to resist, but also those committed
under the pressure of a promised attractive reward."

The development of science-^-as we know—has provided us with ex
tensive possibilities to model people from their infancy so as to make

to th.^™6 German authors consider this usage to be the primary one, referring
- denott„^m0l0gy °l the WOrd FTeiheit- They derived " from tne Gothic Freihaif,
• a slave. WCars n° collar on his neck which means -that he is not
venIfls^n^c-L.as?weH and A. Kaplan, Power and Society, New Ha-

• brieves that li*rSl™larly C Bay *," The StTU^ure of Freedom, Stanford 1958,ocjieves that attraction by reward is also a kind of compulsion.
and in En^era.r.SemantlF fieJd °f """npulsioji" is divided differently in Polish
together tn} 5k' ?T'in' ?.nd v,olence" but sometimes also "oppression" stand

: >wvC, S,ng. e Polish ^ord> "P™moc>" "compulsion" is the equivalent of
• ,„^Ymus' violence" or "force" for "await." For tho rieht shari* n( moanin,. f»,«.

«1**1
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MORAL NORMS IN DEFENCE OF INDEPENDENCE 11

them desire to do whatever they will have to do. Compulsion is not felt
then although manipulations of which it consists may be well perceived.
On this ground we can distinguish subjective compulsion, which is felt
as such from objective compulsion which may be felt or not. This dis
tinction proves to be useful for our purposes, since it turns.our attention
to the fact that objections against each type of compulsion rely ondiffer
ent moral norms. To coerce people so that they realize it is wrong beca
use of the principle of minimalization of suffering, because coercion is
usually felt as painful. Unperceived compulsions cannot cause suffering
simply because they are compulsions and, accordingly, the principle just
mentioned does not operate here, but what is involved, is the postulate
of respect for a human being as such, who should not be manipulated for
objectives alien to it. It is worthwhile to remark that "internalized outer
compulsion, much tailed about by sociologist, i.e. accepted compulsion,
may still be felt as coercive. Chinese women who used to bind their feet
under the pressure of fashion, still admitted that a tiny foot cost an
ocean of tears. ,.,.*, • n. *

The concept of freedom is so burdened with inherited meanings that
we'll try to do without it in our further considerations, opposing to com- -
pulsion, not freedom, but rights." It seems to be still more justified since
the actual struggles for freedom have been pursued within this con
ceptual framework, i.e. as the struggles for extension of human rights.
Lawyers complain of the ambiguity of the latter word, too, but it seems
to us that the use of it is of some advantage.

Z Ziembiiiski, in his work Upraumienie a obowiqzek {Right and Duty)
conceives a right as a possibility to act, .warranted by law. In this sense,
if someone has the right of something, then there is someone else whose
duty it is to warrant such right and lend support if the right is infringed
upon.18

Right and duty are correlated concepts here. A similar position was
taken by L.Petrazycki and, even earlier, by J. Bentham.

In our considerations we would rather not have the concept of right
dependent on valid law." The Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citi
zen in its claims for human rights, was insisting on legislation that
would respect them; those rights could not be defined in terms of law,
because such law did not exist yet. It was this conception which has
been at work, whenever there has been talk about the rights to be enjoy
ed by everybody, like for example the right of life, of the minimum of
survival, etc., while rights associated with the laws in force differed ex
tensively In the state of Nevada a man has the right of profit from gam
bling [...] in other states he has no such rights. The rights are simply
what opens up free opportunities, withholding the possibility to exert
pressure. Such, for example, is the right to wed according to ones own
choice and liking." It is thus another and broader conception of a right
very important for those who deal with morality, because it is supported
by certain moral claims..

» O. and M. Handlin in The Dimensions of Liberty, Cambridge, Mass.,
1961, count as many as 200 meanings of the word "Iib|rty-'' _ Poznafi 196'» Z. Zi e mbi ns k i, Upraionienie a obowqzck [Right and Duty], Poznan 1962.

" In English, "law" and "right" are etymologically unrelated. In Polish, pra-
ioo" and "upraionienie" stem from the same root. 0.-„i... „f ioi«

" This right is announced in article 16 of the Chart of Rights of 1948.

r
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.&
We shall tentatively accept the broader conception, treating the de

finition of Z. Ziembinski as its narrower variant.
According to this broader conception, X has the right, in a group G,

to act in the manner A or to possess P if such action or possession is not
disapproved of or punished by the group. In this sense, the pupil has the
right to ask questions, and the teacher has the right to rebuke a pupil
for misbehaviour. In the narrower sense, X has the right, in a group G,
to act in the manner A or to possess (or obtain) P when in the group G
there is such Y whose duty it is to warrant X that he may act in the man
ner D or have or obtain P. It is on such arrangement that X has the right
to have a paid leave from job every year if there are an appropriate
valid bill and executive power. It is only in the latter sense that a right
of one party is a duty of another. In this sense only a pointing out to
a right is at the same time a pointing out to a duty. But independent of
the valid laws, with each social role there is associated a pattern of"ex
pectations which make certain behaviours legitimate or right, but not
other ones which are threatened with disapproval, if not with punish
ment. But it is the rights warranted by" a political power which alone
can provide grounds for claims that are apt to be granted. On this prin
ciple Bentham denied the existence of natural laws construed as native
rights, and he considered only political rights as significant.

The current, nonlegal conception of a right changes its contents, de
pending on whether the rights involved are enjoyed by those in power,
or by those subject to it. When the rights of parents towards children are
concerned, we usually speak about the limits of permissible compulsion.
When we speak about the rights of children towards parents, we dis
cuss the scope of their legitimate claims. In the former case, we may
ask, for example, whether parents can take away small earnings of their
children, or punish them by refusing them food. In the latter case, we
may ask, to what age children may claim full sustenance from their
parents. In both cases, the granting of a right is a signal that a man is
free to act within the given limited scope.

Two Declarations of Human Rights

Trying to treat a number of rights as an index of autonomy of an in
dividual and of his freedom in the sense of the lack of compulsions, let
us now take a comparative look at two historical documents: the Declara
tion of the Rights of Man and Citizen of 1789 and the Chart of Rights
elaborated by a team of highly qualified experts from different countries
under the sponsorship of the United Nations Organization and ultimately
enacted in December 1948." The first thing, which is visible at once, is

•» In November 1965 in Oxford a conference was called by U.N.E.S.C.O. con
cerning the actual problems related to the Declaration of Human Rights enacted
in 1948. "Among the problems of its application arising now, there should be
mentioned: the place of the Declaration in the evolution of the thought—mainly
European and American—that had inspired it; the position assumed towards it by
the nations of Africa and Asia which have not directly contributed to its elaboration;
the difficulties raised by its interpretations and application in the relatively new
field of economic and social rights; and finally—the legal defences at the disposal
of an individual to make effective use of its admitted rights" (Biuletyn Polskieoo
Komitetu do Spraw UNESCO. March 1966, pp. 28—29).
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MORAL NORMS IN DEFENCE OF INDEPENDENCE 13

"the difference of the number of articles; in the recent version there is
almost twice as many of them. Although each right of some action or
possession opens up some leeway, among the rights mentioned in both
documents we can sort out such which are not directly involved in with
holding of any compulsion, but mainly are expressions of claims to ashare
in some goods (the right of education, paid leave, care in old age), as
well as such which are defensive rights, whereby a citizen obviously takes
his safeguards against some unwanted compulsions. Because of the topic
of the present chapter, it is the latter kind of rights which will be of the
main interest to us.

The Declaration of 1789 emphasizes most strongly, as we know, the
equality under law, the lawful and regular functioning of the judiciary
(articles 7 and 8), the sacred right of property, the freedom of conscience
and speech. The respective rights have such defensive character, safe
guarding men(actually to little effect)against privileges, illegitimate legal
compulsions, infringements upon property, limitations of the freedom
of belief and expression. We might also add here the general right to
resist coercion.

The 1948 Chart goes into much more detail. We shall skip, in order of
the articles, over those among them' which seem to take care mainly of
preventing some forms of compulsion." Article 4 puts a ban on slavery
in any form and on the slave trade. Article 5 excludes torture and cruel
or humiliating punishments. Article 9 forbids arbitrary arrests, impri
sonments or banishments. Article 11 demands public court proceedings
assuming the defendant's innocence and warranting him proper defence.
Article 12 excludes arbitrary intrusions into a man's privacy and cor
respondence. Article 13 grants the freedom of movement within the ter
ritory of each state, as well as the ability to leave it and to return. Artic
le 14 warrants for everybody the right of political asylum in cases of
persecution, while article 15 forbids to withhold nationality from anyone,
or to refuse the right of changing it. Article 16 does away with parental
pressure upon their children's marital plans. Consent of both parties to
a marriage is sufficient for it. Article 17 does not allow to take away
one's property. Articles 18 and 19 demand that all people have warranted
to them the freedom of conscience, the freedom of expression of opinion,
of seeking and broadcasting information by all means and beyond fron
tiers. Article 20 demands the freedom of associating and excludes forced
membership in any association. Article 22 speaks about the warranting
of opportunities for a free development ofpersonality. Article 23 demands,
among other things, free choice of vocation, freedom of membership in
trade unions, proper safety against various forms of economic exploita
tion. Article 29 repeats after the Declaration of 1789 that the freedoms of
an individual can be limited only in the ways provided for by law and
only inasmuch, as it is necessary to have the rights of others in proper
respect.10

The latter article is, or at least ought to be, underlying the use of

" See: Human Rights, materials of the U.N.E.S.C.O. Symposium, London and
New York 1949, pp. 273—280. _ , ,. ,„.„.,.,

» T. Kotarbinski has recently written about the Declaration of the Rights
of Man and Citizen and about the U.N.O. Chart of 1948. See: Arpumeniy, October 4,
1964.
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punishment by the judiciary power, or the use of coercion which is—as
we know—a great chapter in itself, full of perplexing problems. c

We do not enter into whether the consecutive articles of the U.N.O.
chart are something more than desiderata awaiting realization, as it is
the case, for example, with the proclaimed equality of the rights of men
and women. Even if they represented progress in the domain of ideas
only, such progress should not be underestimated. But in many cases it
is by no means progress merely on paper. Whoever considers a reduction
of violence as progressive, must admit, for example, that the family
relations in the Euro-American culture have been modified in this respect
to an advantage. It does not seem possible for us today to offer children
in sacrifice to gods, or to hurl them down from a cliff, or the practice of
the so-called expositio, applied in ancient times to unwanted children by
those who wished to get rid of them. Forced labour of small children in
factories, in conditions described by Marx, evokes general indignation
today and some people would like to add to the human rights the right
of childhood. At least since the 18th century voices have been heard that
young people must not be forced to marry against their will. Physical
coercion in the form of whipping is ardently opposed by most educators.
The increasing independence of children from parents in Polish country
side today owing to the opportunities of finding a job in industry is posi
tively appreciated. Earlier, a young man in the countryside had depend
ed on his parents until he became the owner of the farm. The result was
delayed maturing or, if a youth would not submit, strifes, often ending
with homicide.

As to various coercive pressures exerted by men upon women, things
seem to go towards the better. In the country in which as late as the
19th century widows were burnt, a widow became the "prime minister.
But this isolated case is not a proof of a disappearance of the male supre
macy, both in India and in the other Asiatic countries, especially in
those where Islamic culture is still vital. Between 1893 and 1950, in 56
countries women were granted suffrage. From 1951 until 1967 the number
of such countries increased again by 57. But in Latin America a mar
ried woman must produce an agreement of her husband to get a job and
she cannot decide about the future of her children." Even in contem
porary France, the debate on granting married women the right to have
a bank account was carried out in an atmosphere which was far from
unanimity.

Less obvious are achievements with respect to coercions exerted by
economic privilege, political power and the pressure of public opinion
upon an individual. Exploitation continues in many countries. Political
powers in many ways limit the freedom of speech, association and travel.
A mediaeval student could wander from Poland to Padua, unmolested
for his passport or visas. Planning has become a necessity, involving com
pulsions endangering, for example, a free choice of vocation. Science will
promptly make a determination of the sex of infants possible, and then
population policy, taking care of the proper balance of sexes, will be
able to forbid you to have a daughter if the limit for a given year has
been overstepped. In the 18th century it was still possible to tease for

"J. C h a t o n, "The Rights of Women in Contemporary World,"
-. ikiego Komitetu do Spraw UNESCO, December 1968.
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MORAL NORMS IN DEFENCE OF INDEPENDENCE 15

treasure the mentally sick, chained to awall. The death penalty, repre-
Stk most glaring coercion, is today subject to >»vA»
and in most countries of western Europe it is considered to be an inad-
rmssible punishment. But in various countries of Europe and north
AKasophisticated tortures have been still applied in our century The
growth of motoring has offered man a certain feeling of independence,
fut the same development has limited the movements o pedestrians on
the streets so that they can cross them now only at definite points.

The freeing from compulsion of some people often involves new com
pulsion towards others. This is how the law works oppressing some inSrSo liberate others from oppression. "It is true ^t ^freedom of
an individual to act can be only within restraints imposed by society For
those restraints are inescapable. But the freedom of the individual to
thmk and £ feel-that freedom can be absolute," wrote A Rapoport-

4e nressure of the public opinion upon an individual tends to de-
easf with^urbanization and with limitations set on the freedom of ex-
orSsion! This may involve either gains or losses. Limitations on thefreedo^of SprTssion may prevent deserved censure from being manifest
ed In Chan^ of Deontology, Bentham wrote that the liberty of the^ss if thfmost powerful le?er at the disposal of the moral sanction.

Conclusions of a Moralist

In all our previous .considerations we assumed, following the quoted
authors and documents produced by collective efforts, that compusion
fs an evil thing, for two Reasons. It is an evil because people suffer from
t and thus the principle forbidding to make people suffer comes into

Dlav It is an evil, because, as Lock! used to say: "No one can have the
uDner-hand ovetanyone else." What is involved here, is the respect,aSy Sed for the autonomy of an individual, or the respect for he
dignity of man as such, for whom it is humiliating to be subject to the
POTis0fon?y0tthher-fact that coercion is in principle disapproved of,jrhkh .
may account for the need of justification of attempts at using it as well
SL the conditions limiting the use of «^J£J^%£TJ% •
will rather be subject to it, than will apply it themselves, lftus, as we
remember compulsion has been allowed for when the ascertaining o
un'uStfonable "goods was involved, like life health education as weU
as when defence against unquestionable evil was at stake, like wr ex
amme the loss of independence of the country in which aman lives It
wTfo those reasons that compulsory protective vaccination, r com-
nulsorv schooling has been considered as ustified, as well as the compulE^3£p£Sting against the V^^^^ffS^^
Comnulsions aoDlied to prevent unquestionable evils have always Deenmo?ePdSs^thrn tho?e aiming a? the imposing «°^2°*££
sidered as eood- for, in the latter case, unresolved differences 01 opinion

STTiapoport, Fights. Games and Debates, Ann Arbor 1960, p. 346.
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Compulsory taxation, not questioned by anybody, belongs to the ca
tegory of necessities rather than of goods that must be ascertained, al
though the collected money can be the necessary means for the realiza
tion of the unquestionable goods. The Declaration of Rights of 1789 only
required that the taxes were accepted by all citizens. Necessities had thus
to be judged by some collegiate bodies. Compulsory draft was refferr-
ed to by those who agreed for compulsion only if it protected us against
"another and greater compulsion which is usually the lot of conquered
countries. While good reasons had to be given to justify compulsions ap
plied, rights had not required any, and the only barrier on their way was
a respect for the rights of others. But the clashing of rights is by no
means rare in social life and an acknowledged hierarchy of their im
portance would be required, to give primacy to some of them over other
ones. Compulsions must be applied to some people, in order to warrant
the unquestionable good to others. In the 18th century, people used to
write their wills when they set out for travel. The imprisoning of wrong
doers contributed to the enhanced feeling of safety by travellers. The
prohibition to use noisy loud-speakers after 10 p.m. is a restriction on
the freedom of some people, but it warrants peace to others. Restrictions
on the sale of alcohol aim at the protection of health of drinkers and of

' their offsprings. This is a case of a conflict of values in.one person. The
conflict between freedom ffom compulsion and equality was emphasized
even by D. Hume who said that equality can be maintained only at the
cost of liberty, for the freedom of action given to man soon leads to
inequality. T. Kotarbinski, in a paper on the idea of freedom, compares
liberty and equality to two bitches biting each other in the same harness.
"[...] Equality is most easily attained by coercion, opposed to freedom,
while freedom, apparently providing the same free start, yields inequality
of results at the end line." MAs Tocqueville suggested, a choice must be
made between 'Tegralite dans la servitude" and "Vinegalite dans la li
berie."" Hume, as we know, was apt to sacrifice equality for freedom.
J. Bentham who believed in the good legislator and in the power of wise

. laws, was prone to sacrifice freedom in favour of safety. Others tended
to blur those painful conflicts by manipulating with definitions. For ex
ample, Montesquieu in L'Esprit des Lois wrote the "[political freedom
is the calm of the spirit born by the confidence one has,formed in his
security." In a similar way, Bentham confounded the two goods together
by regarding the freedom from something as a protection against it and
as an outgrowth of security.

Writers who have considered the freedom from compulsions, rarely
realized the conflicting character of human rights, ineradicable also in
the social system that has abolished private property. Their clashes have
been revealed, for example, in attempts at reconciling the limits of coer
cion applied by rulers with the limits of justified claims of the ruled. It
was such clashes which Kant had in mind, when he adviced that in enact
ing laws, such positions were always taken that would be acceptable to
both the ruling and the ruled. "A true leberal—T. Kotarbinski wrote—de
mands from the government what he would be ready to grant his op
ponents, if he won power." "

BT. Kotarbinski,.."Idea wolnosci," loc. cit, p. 485.
14 A. de Tocqueville, De la democratic en Ameriaue, vol. I, p. 91.
» T. Kotarbinski, "Idea wolnosci," loc. cit, p. 502.
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MORAL NORMS IN DEFENCE OF INDEPENDENCE 17

The declarations of laws to which we referred, fulfilled this postulate
in various degrees, sometimes adding reservations to the claims put forth
in them, offering excuses for the rulers, and sometimes dangerous ones.
Demanding the liberty of speech, print, etc., the Declaration of 1789
made the reservation that such right was withheld in cases of abuse of
the freedom, defined by law. Property was no longer sacred, when
a legally asserted necessity evidently required that it was confiscated,
and under the condition of a previous just indemnity. Those reserva
tions disappeared from the 1948 Chart.

The essential contradiction between the needs of a man and the de
mands of "culture" was seen by Freud who imagined culture as a sinis-'
ter power enthralling the human drives. This attitude was shared with
Freud by E. Fromm.1' ,

If we wanted to bring together the rights for which contemporary
authors writing on the subject care the most, we should—as it seems—
mention three following points: (1) the right to privacy, endangered by
recent technological developments, as well as interference with private
correspondence, etc.; (2) the right to reliable information, endangered in
turn by the seizure of the press and other sources of information by
powerful forces: the state, syndicates of journalists,, trusts, trade unions;
(3) the right to free expression.

The So-Called Positive Freedom

We remarked at the beginning of this chapter that apart from freedom
discussed here, in the sense of the lack of compulsions, freedom is often
considered as a good which is possessed or not, allegedly independently
of their presence or absence. It is a freedom in singular, as opposed to
the many liberties related to the respective types of compulsion.

"Positive freedom—E. Fromm writes—consists in spontaneous activity
of the whole integrated personality." According to C. Bay, already
quoted here, writing in-the spirit of Fromm, it is a harmony between
the basic' motives of man and his manifest behaviour, a harmony which
permits personality to be fully expressed." This reminds of some in
sights, put forth already by Aristotle, who spoke about free action as if
its origin were in ourselves. It is what we mean by freedom, in the sin
gular. It is, as Fromm continues to explain, the freedom of being oneself,
while the spontaneous activity, mentioned in the definition, is the activity
which can be best observed in children and artists, and which ought to
be the share of everybody. It is activity stemming from our genuine "I,"
the activity pursued for itself. A complete personality is the personality
not torn between nature and reason, not suppressed by an inner censor.
"Freedom from," i.e. freedom from outer pressures, would only appear,
according to Fromm, when a man has attained the freedom of being
himself and when his ideals have become his own ideals.

* E. Fromm, The Fear of Freedom, p. 222.
" Beside the conception of freedom mentioned by Bay, the_ author distinguishes

freedom as a relative absence of imperceptible outer compulsions and freedom as
a relative absence of perceived outer compulsions. A child enjoys positive freedom
to a remarkable degree, but it has but a minimum of freedom consisting in the
absence of unperceived compulsions, for the process of rearing consists in their
application. .,
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stulate of being an oP^^g^SSJS^W^. integral

being by no means tfolatedin tins regard,. ™^ „„rth»Ue
SKFLVS. »* fcSASft Frimnvs I»* I- already an-

BmmmMmthe economica^^^S^^^oS!^ pSul feelings,
feel helpless and full oi anxieiy. iu « subordination or
aman began to seek support, ?"^by%*Srt forgetting meltedsubjection to some powerful auth°nty by^^J f£.^W heinto agroup to which Je wanted^oyield, wh^at^ ^ & ^
desired to dominate in it,-for tne drive w u R . th leweakness, not of force. During the yea" from Lu^^gmt,

JffSSTS ttTttSSSVZS&l* tea, can
•'"S.'SSWSS'l- not convinced us at ....The *****

the Middle Ages with regard »jS^^ffi,^uVwluhout
oversimplified. The lack of "™^,l^JSeS 53d he certainlyany valid evidence In my opnuon "^£Tto» Utter. of Abelard

»In the 0DD0Site it can be said that it is only the freedom from outer com- ,.?;
pulsions" tha pSs'us to b= ourselves ^^ZX^sot Mickey Mouse.• - An evidence of such feelings was for Fromrn the «^,„„t creature over

.' But the liking for such themes as a victory of a small "Bgmii- •alarge one has very old traditions, reaching back, in Europe, to Aesop

1
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tended to refer to the historv nf n~ fc>•was avital topic for <£^££^^"** * Nazism which
mg towards subordination and domination ™* there that the Joint striv-scribed for example in the navXl? m. " *uPPr0Sed to reign, as de-
well known collective work The %,& ^ann Der vntertan and in the

I ^e spreading of attitudes described hv ^ ' ha\by no means led to
undermines his argument. AgaTnst the fhiST™1 £* fact significantly
by'Fromm can be opposed, with eoual ™ for.subordination described
independence. When the States decffi hff meV?dence- athi"t for
guided by the thirst for ^dependence S ** taken awav' they were
Atyrant could condemn am?rto death £ fT I** and from Pe°Pleaway from him the possibXty" to behave ^>* he could *« takeStoics, too, adviced as a defence LafnTtJ fa dignified manner. The
to desire only what is coming about without w°g °fJ5"1* felled
the objective existence of compulsion Sihowever' doi*g away with
same lines when he conceived freedom acf^g Was thinking aI°ng the

Capitalism used to be for manv ? ~. I "nderstanding of necessity
money. Franklin adviced thrift T,»ym *l°h for dependence throughshield and arms, heliS ^?£XTZ$l"£% indePendence aS's

How many times -trade was SsS „ he peak of happiness."
need not have any boss; how m?nv tilf a» "Ration in which one
socialized, they had been S2dftrf I°Ie the Profe«ions were
It was the search for "freedom W> an ZSJS?"1 f°r SimUar reas°^-man is apt to exert on anotheri^L* ti, P* fl?m comP"lsion that one
mind when he denied theCfncfĵ SSJ^f^T Fr0mm had into submit and obey. S g freedom and spoke about the desire

Quail We tend to eS iroZTcSV^ t Wahl hat> S *
and involves a responsibility S oneself knf.fif6 Urequires an effort
it involves a risk of condemnation ffi u • thers' or in other words,
Thus, for example, the cE of a„ nl. f? -Ce,tUrns out to be ^ong
or to the will of theirparent* soasnot?tnTil? **> man* to a*»
However, the escape from frepdnm ? ,u° be bIamed for Possible failure
the development o?caPTal£^ ?SSL??^"^ to d° wS
tain personality factors If swh escaL frnS 3ther be ascribed to cer-
decision becomes amass-scale l„„f *""* "sponsibility by avoiding
tain social factors, S? eJamnle S^TV, Sh°uld be ascribed to cer?
he given society.'Tiil^^^Z^^.maeam aPPlied *

from himself upwards he bureaucrat!^ ^"V? Tliect the decisi°n
coercion still remains to.be an oS ofLmtn ^ Ut the freedom from
applies this coercion must offpr llZ, man desires- and still, whoever
about amodern h^rTf^^^nTTT-.In 1935 Kotarbihski spoke
but because of its infSte aUractS Jffi J,^ ft** il was -Wall graces. «»racuon, while life without it is devoid of

^BuMII ftomm, in spite of his flagrant simplifications and doubtful
^ -See: my ^o* mieszczanska [BurgeoU Mora**, Wroc!aw 1956, p. 7,
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generalizations has won such a vogue, it was perhaps because by em-t
phasizing.the helplessness of contemporary man in big state organizations,'
he took up the theme already present in many writings and apparently
finding some justification in reality. However, the helplessness is not
something remarkable for the capitalist countries only. It is the help
lessness towards big politics and the mean of coercion at the disposal of
political power today, helplessness in the face of the huge bureaucratic

' machinery and soulless apparatus of justice (in literature Kafka, Diiren-
matt).

We keep in mind that we are trying, in our considerations, to order
"ethical rules according to the goods protected by them, without entering
genetic problems and suspending the question whether they had been
created with the intention to protect such goods. If by a good we mean
anything that is an object of human desires, it should be noted that we

. are dealing here with such goods only which are rather commonly re
cognized as such in a given group. Although the will towards power is
often regarded as common, still it is not sufficiently approved of in the'
Euro-American culture to make power a protected object. Just the op
posite, we have already learned the postulates of keeping it in restraint.

Freedom, security, human dignity—these have been the main goods
protected by the postulates quoted by us. The two former are apt to be
considered as the basic ones, for they are prerequisites for the enjoyment
of any other extra-moral goods. "Freedom, wrote C. Bay, is the soil re
quired for the full growth of other. values." * The same holds, in his
opinion, for security, whereby we can believe that we shall be able to
enjoy our goods continually. The view of Bay seems to suggest a kind
of a general axiological stratification of goods.

" C. B a y. The Structure of Freedom, op. cit, p. 19.
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